Ready-to-use, temporary soft silicone based reliner materials…

• Only 1 mixer method in each type offers easy direct dispensing.
• Only 1 mixing ratio of 1:1.
• Resilient for stable and harmonious biting.

More about GC Reline Soft:

• Helps to improve esthetic appearance.
• Equalize any altered contours that develop and reduce anatomical problems.
• Exceptionally smooth consistency that provides a perfect fit… remains elastic over time for a guaranteed perfect fit!
• Easy direct dispensing.
• Resilient: acts as a cushion between the denture and the underlying tissue for better comfort.
• Excellent surface smoothness means you can expect less risk of allergies.
• Exceptional consistency that provides a perfect fit… remains elastic over time for a guaranteed perfect fit!

More about GC Reline Extra Soft:

• Exceptional consistency that provides a perfect fit… remains elastic over time for a guaranteed perfect fit!
• Resilient: acts as a cushion between the denture and the underlying tissue for better comfort.
• Excellent surface smoothness means you can expect less risk of allergies.
• Exceptional consistency that provides a perfect fit… remains elastic over time for a guaranteed perfect fit!

The modern, hard chairside denture reliner…

• GC Reline Hard
• GC Tissue Conditioner
• GC Reline Soft
• GC Reline Extra Soft

The soft reliner that stays clean for longer…

Instantly restore the ideal shape of your denture. Our GC Reline range features a choice of top end relining products that are formulated to stay soft and clean for a long time, helping maintain the condition of your dentures. All products in the GC Reline range provide incredible healing ability and hygiene so no more dentures that smell unpleasant!

Top end relining products from GC: a complete solution for your clinic from GC.

A perfect fit for ultimate comfort. Top end relining products from GC: for tailor made implantology and removable prosthetics solutions.

With such a wide range of relining products on the market, it’s easy to feel confused. Each seems to have the same features and indications – but in reality, they’re different. And if you really need is one simple answer to one simple question: which one is right for your case?

www.gc-dentistry.co.uk

GC Reline Soft & GC Reline Extra Soft
Ready-to-use, temporary soft silicone based reliner materials…

• Only 1 mixer method in each type offers easy direct dispensing.
• Only 1 mixing ratio of 1:1.
• Resilient for stable and harmonious biting.

More about GC Reline Soft:

• Helps to improve esthetic appearance.
• Equalize any altered contours that develop and reduce anatomical problems.
• Exceptionally smooth consistency that provides a perfect fit… remains elastic over time for a guaranteed perfect fit!
• Easy direct dispensing.
• Resilient: acts as a cushion between the denture and the underlying tissue for better comfort.
• Excellent surface smoothness means you can expect less risk of allergies.
• Exceptional consistency that provides a perfect fit… remains elastic over time for a guaranteed perfect fit!

More about GC Reline Extra Soft:

• Exceptional consistency that provides a perfect fit… remains elastic over time for a guaranteed perfect fit!
• Resilient: acts as a cushion between the denture and the underlying tissue for better comfort.
• Excellent surface smoothness means you can expect less risk of allergies.
• Exceptional consistency that provides a perfect fit… remains elastic over time for a guaranteed perfect fit!

The modern, hard chairside denture reliner…

• GC Reline Hard
• GC Tissue Conditioner
• GC Reline Soft
• GC Reline Extra Soft

The soft reliner that stays clean for longer…

Instantly restore the ideal shape of your denture. Our GC Reline range features a choice of top end relining products that are formulated to stay soft and clean for a long time, helping maintain the condition of your dentures. All products in the GC Reline range provide incredible healing ability and hygiene so no more dentures that smell unpleasant!

Top end relining products from GC: a complete solution for your clinic from GC.

A perfect fit for ultimate comfort. Top end relining products from GC: for tailor made implantology and removable prosthetics solutions.

With such a wide range of relining products on the market, it’s easy to feel confused. Each seems to have the same features and indications – but in reality, they’re different. And if you really need is one simple answer to one simple question: which one is right for your case?

www.gc-dentistry.co.uk
Your guide to the range of GC Reline materials, with key information all in one place.

Tissue conditioning

**Why?**
- Allows the soft reline to adapt to the tissue during the healing phase
- Provides a cushion for the mucosa
- Allows for greater patient comfort

**How?**
- Trim excess with a sharp instrument
- Apply the coating agent as instructed
- Apply Bonding Agent to the surface

Soft relining

**Why?**
- Soft relining provides a cushioning effect for the tissue
- Allows for greater patient comfort

**How?**
- Use the Reline range with Reline Soft or Reline Extra Soft
- Apply Bonding (optional)
- Apply coating agent as instructed
- Remove +/- 5 min from start of mixing

Hard relining

**Why?**
- Hard relining provides a more rigid support for the tissue
- Allows for greater patient comfort

**How?**
- Use the Reline range with Reline Soft or Reline Extra Soft
- Apply Bonding (optional)
- Apply coating agent as instructed
- Remove +/- 5 min from start of mixing

Implantology

**Why?**
- Implantology: A range of applications for immediate dentures
- Allows for greater patient comfort

**How?**
- Partial dentures: 1. Tissue conditioning after implant surgery
- Complete dentures: 1. Tissue conditioning after implant surgery
- Complete dentures: 2. Partial dentures (1 to 3 elements) after implant surgery
- Complete dentures: 3. Partial dentures (4 to 6 elements) after implant surgery
- Full dentures: 1. Partial dentures (1 to 3 elements) after implant surgery
- Full dentures: 2. Partial dentures (4 to 6 elements) after implant surgery
- Full dentures: 3. Full dentures after implant surgery

**Clinical Case with GC Reline**
- Patient has a small maxillary edentulous area
- Tissue conditioning is required after implant surgery
- Reline range is used to create a temporary denture
- Patient is satisfied with the temporary denture

**Clinical Case with GC Tissue Conditioner**
- Patient has a small maxillary edentulous area
- Tissue conditioning is required after implant surgery
- Tissue Conditioner is used to create a temporary denture
- Patient is satisfied with the temporary denture